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Productivity of the Powerful 44-inch Press

The Lithrone G44: A Strategic Press to Create New Value

44" OFFSET PRINTING PRESS
Introduction

Contents

Photo: GL-444
* Model in photograph includes optional specifications. 

The world-leading Lithrone G Series presses – equipped with Komori’s unrivaled technologies – now joined by a 

highly evolved 44-inch machine that provides the capability to create new value. The mighty Lithrone G44. 

Offering a 15,000 sph maximum printing speed and a sheet thickness range of 0.04–0.8 mm, this press meets a broad 

range of printing needs. 

In addition, the wide 840 x 1,150 mm maximum sheet size accommodates the requirements of the growing gang run 

printing segment as well as impositions in a range of sizes, and is also well suited for packaging, cards, and other 

heavy stocks. 

The G44 is infused with the acclaimed performance of the Lithrone G40. It is loaded with power throughout: high 

print quality, short makeready, stable sheet feeding and delivery, stunningly high productivity, and energy savings. 

The Lithrone G44 is a new strategic press that will create new added value to the changing printing business, develop 

new business, and improve profitability.
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Short Makeready

The development goals of the new Lithrone G44 Series of presses were high-speed stability, improved print quality, 

suitability for short-run work, equipment reliability, environmental fitness, and improved production efficiency. Equipped 

with the highly evolved KHS-AI integrated control system, the Lithrone G44 meets the needs for short job cycle time, 

competence with short runs, capability of producing many different printed products, and cost reductions. 

The cutting-edge short makeready system, prized by users in every segment of the industry, was added to the Lithrone G44 

without compromise. 

The short-makeready performance critical for success in 
the future. 

Series Series

Short Makeready

Suction Tape Feeder-type Feeder Board
The use of a new feeder board with one belt in the center and 
no brushes or rollers ensures stable, highly accurate sheet 
feeding regardless of paper grade or sheet size. Stabilization 
of sheet surface behavior, sheet travel, and accuracy as well as 
ease of operation are all improved. Since the Lithrone G44 easily 
accommodates thick sheets, the time required to prepare for 
changing the sheet size is shorter. 

Automatic Cleaning Systems
Efficient and automatic cleaning is ensured thanks to an automatic control program. Use of pre-soaked cloth for blanket washing 
and impression cylinder cleaning not only shortens cleaning time but also reduces cloth consumption and is friendlier on the 
environment. Komori automation links all of these processes to dramatically shorten overall makeready times. In addition, the 
underneath positioning of impression cylinder cleaning systems (easily accessed from the operating side) facilitates easy changing 
of the cloth and improves ease of maintenance. 

Bend-free Full-APC (Fully Automatic Plate Changer)    A-APC (Asynchronous Automatic Plate Changer)*

Not only is the new Full-APC faster than previous systems, a bend-free clamp is used, eliminating the need to bend the plates and 
making plate feeding more efficient. The flat plate clamping also improves plate registration accuracy and reduces preparation 
time. Moreover, by installing the Asynchronous Automatic Plate Changer (A-APC), plates can be replaced in 85 seconds, 
regardless of the number of units. 

Note: The A-APC can be selected as an option. 

Automatic Blanket Washing* Automatic impression Cylinder Cleaning*

Komori Print Management Solutions dramatically improves productivity through optimization of the printing environment 
and objectively analyzing print quality. KHS-AI is the system handling overall control of the printing process; PDC series 
checks and adjusts print quality; and PQA series offers continuous inspection features to maintain quality throughout the 
run, continuously supporting operator tasks. By utilizing KHS-AI, PDC and PQA together, high-quality prints can be 
continuously and reliably produced in less time than ever before. 

Print Management Solutions

Short-Run and Fast-Turnaround Printing

Series Series

Changeover Test printing/start-up Production printing

KHS-AI (Advanced Interface)
Shorter changeovers, reduced paper waste, and higher productivity
KHS is a productivity enhancement system that facilitates short makereadies by means of quick register 
adjustment and color matching. A further evolution of the system, KHS-AI contributes to shorter 
changeover times, reduced paper loss, and less press downtime by means of a self-learning function 
that optimizes various preset data as well as air and register preset functions that ensure stable sheet 
feeding and delivery. The system includes a self-diagnostic function for troubleshooting. 

PDC Series (Print Density Control System Series)
Contributes to shorter changeovers, reduced paper waste, and print standardization
The PDC Series measures the color bar on the sheet, and digitizes and automates quality that was 
previously managed by the operator. 

• PDC-SX 
Multifunction high-end model that adds automatic registration function

• PDC-SG 
High value performance model for color management

PQA Series (Print Quality Assessment System Series)
High-level color control by means of in-line print quality inspection
The PQA Series performs the checking for defective sheets previously done by regular sampling and 
visual checking by the operator and provides high-level quality control by means of in-line inspection.

• PQA-S V5
High-precision in-line print quality inspection system
Inspection/color control model: print quality inspection + color control
All-in-one model: print quality inspection + color control + automatic register  adjustment

• PQA-S SG
High-value performance model for color control

 

KID (Komori Info-Service Display)
Support System with Optimized Information Presentation
KID is an operation support system that provides information needed by the operator at just the 
right time in an easy-to-understand format. Supporting multifunctional, complex printing systems, 
KID enables high productivity by contributing to quick, accurate decisions by the operator. 
Information from KHS-AI, PDC, and PQA can, of course, be displayed on KID. 

* The above lineup includes options and selected specifications. 

* Restrictions apply to presses on which these products can be equipped and combinations of models and functions. 
Print Management Solutions

High-precision preset

Smart Sequence

Parallel makeready

Color management/automatic register adjustment

Smart Feedback

PDF comparator system

Quality inspection

Color control/automatic register adjustment

* Option
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Package Solutions

* Option

Package Solutions

Photo: GL-644+C+PQA-S+double extended delivery 
*Model in photograph includes optional specifications. 

The Lithrone G44 fully supports high-added-value printing. 

The flexibility of the press can also meet the needs of packaging, label, card, and other UV printing. The chamber coater-

type coating system* allows easy management of the amount of varnish to be applied and enables uniform coating of UV 

and aqueous varnishes by mounting an anilox roller. Furthermore, coater skewing adjustment is also possible thanks to the 

transfer cylinder cocking system. 

An IR/UV dryer* can been installed the upsweep of the newly designed extended delivery to enhance coating flowout to maximize gloss.

Non-absorbent substrates benefit from the use of interdeck UV curing between print units.

Multiple Ink Roller Cleaning System*

The multiple ink roller cleaning system keeps color contamination to a minimum even 

when changing over from a dark color, gold, silver, white, fluorescent, light resistant 

UV, or the like to a light color like yellow and optimizes cleaning during changeover, 

which improves productivity. 

Ink Mist Eliminator*

This machine reduces the amount of ink mist generated in the inker that is dispersed 

outside the press by absorbing and collecting it with a special filter. This helps cut 

airconditioner and peripheral device maintenance as well as reducing the need for 

press cleaning maintenance.

Creating new value with full support for package printing
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High Performance

High performance and quality control system

Main Features of the Package Support System
• On-board KHS-AI that improves linking with PDC-SX* and PQA-S* in addition to air and register presets. A function is also 

provided that quickly searches and sets previously used settings for packaging applications for which there are many repeat 
jobs. This leads to improved ease of operation and reduces makeready time for print jobs. 

• A new color compensation function has been developed that uses L*a*b* values that provides accurate feedback even for 
special colors and this function is employed in PDC-SX. A new function is also provided that aligns images with the sheet 
position to link with the die-cutting process. These functions enable greater quality stability and improved productivity. 

• PDF Comparator System that uses sensors to read the printed image for comparison with the originating PDF data has 
been newly developed and may be specified with PDC-SX. This allows the operator to check for missing characters, etc., in 
the initial printing stage, preventing production losses. 

• The sheet numbering system* that numbers each sheet on the feeder board and the automatic mask creation software* that 
automatically creates inspection areas in advance from die-cutting data may be specified with PQA-S. This further strengthens 
print quality control for packaging. 

• Information from the Komori Dryer System (KDS) and the Komori Varnish Circulation System (KVC) is collected and 
displayed on KID in a timely manner and an easy-to-understand format. This enables the operator to make quick and 
accurate decisions, which leads to higher productivity. 

PDF Comparator System (PDC-SX option) Sheet Numbering System  (PQA-S option)

Non-stop Operation System*

The press has an automatic non-stop feeder and deliver that is compatible with automation, providing labor-saving and 
unattended operation. The system links with logistics for smooth transport of paper from the upstream to the downstream 
of the factory, automatically controls the stable supply and removal of paper for the press without interruption, and enables 
continuous highspeed printing to the end of the run. 

  • Nonstop production maintained even during pile changes.

  • Positive docking of main pile and auxiliary pile by means of sword removal.

High Performance

* Option
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 LITHRONE G44 Specifications (44-inch Offset Printing Press) 
Model GL-444 GL-544 GL-644 GL-744 GL-844
Number of colors 4 5 6 7 8
Max. printing speed sph 15,000

Max. sheet size mm (in.) 840 × 1,150 (33 × 45 1/4) (820 x 1130 (32 9/32 x 44 31/64) Option)

820 × 1,140 (32 1/4 × 44 7/8) (810 x 1120 (31 57/64 x 44 3/32) Option) 

900 × 1,150 (35 15/32 × 45 14) (900 x 1130 (35 7/16 x 44 31/64) Option) 

Min. sheet size mm (in.)
Max. printing area mm (in.)

460 × 620 (18 1/8 × 24 13/32)

1,050 × 1,160 (41 1/3 × 45 2/3) [including aluminum bar]

Sheet thickness range mm (in.) 0.04 ~ 0.8 (0.08 ~ 1.0 Skeleton transfer cylinder specification) *1 
Plate size mm (in.)
Blanket size mm (in.)
Feeder pile height mm (in.)
Delivery pile height mm (in.)
Dimensions Length (L) mm (ft.) 11,255 (36'11") 12,590 (41'4") 13,925 (45'8")

1,250 (49 7/32)
1,250 (49 7/32)

15,260 (50'0") 16,595 (54'5")
Width (W) mm (ft.) 3,910 (12'10") [ 5,650 (18'6") with blower cabinet ]

2,368 (7'9") (2,850 (9'4") with safety covers open)Height (H) mm (ft.)

Note:
Komori reserves the right to change specifications on machines without notice to improve reliability, functions or design. Komori is under no obligation arising from use 
that does not correspond to the standard safety measures for the product noted herein and other precautions. The technical information in this catalog constitutes an 
explanation of the representative operations of the product and grants no rights or license belonging to Komori Corporation or third parties. 
The photographs in this catalog include some special specifications. Figures in specifications are valid as of July 2018. Photographs are subject to change at a later date. 

*1 Transfer cylinder gripper pad adjustment is necessary when the printing paper is thicker than 0.5 mm. 
*  Maximum printing speed is subject to change depending on printing conditions. 
*  Performance and numbers may differ from specifications herein. Komori reserves the right to change specifications for the purpose of product improvement. 

Custom Configurations and Lineup Specifications

Custom Configurations Specifications

Standard Specification
GL-444

5-Color Coater Specification
GL-544 + H-UV

6-Color Water & UV Coater Specification 300 mm Plinth Specification

GL-644 + C + DU + C + Extended Delivery

6-Color UV Coater Specification
GL-644 + C + PQA-S + Extended Delivery

6-Color UV Coater Specification 300 mm Plinth Specification

GL-644 + C + PQA-S + Nonstop Operation System + Extended Double Delivery

LITHRONE G44 Specifications (44-inch Offset Printing Press)

Introducing Special Configuration Specifications

SpecificationsCustom Configurations
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